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SALVATION KEY RING / ZIPPER PULL
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
(Difficulty level = elementary school)

A reference sample preassembled key chain is included
with orders for making 100 or more Salvation Key Rings.
1) Cut the cord in 13” lengths if not ordered pre-cut.
2) If making Craft Kits, place the beads in the baggie
first, then the cord, so that the cord won’t pull the beads
out while removing the cord. When passing out
prepackaged Craft Kits for individual assembly, instruct
your students to gently pull out the cord without spilling
the beads.

Step 2

or if assembling Key Rings, loop the cord through the key
ring or snap hook and tie a common overhand loop knot at
the center of the cord.
3) Thread all beads onto the rope beginning with the gold
bead according to the color order on the message card. (If
using a heart bead, make sure the heart has its pointed end
down toward the glow bead so that it will not be upside
down on the finished product.)

Step 4

4) Attach laminated message card or cross now (if provided)
or attach to snap hook when finished.
5) Tie an overhand knot with both loose ends of the cord to
hold the beads (and message card or cross) in place.
6) Optional: Cut ends to shorten.
7) Optional: Place a drop of super glue onto the knots to
keep them from untying.
Most importantly, take time to study the Scripture Card
beforehand and review with your disciples either during the
assembly or afterwards.
HAVE FUN!
PLEASE encourage us and others by sharing your
ministry testimonies and evangelism ideas on our
Salvation Bracelets and Supplies Facebook page.
Thank you! 
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